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Abstract
Incidentaloma (which has not been included as a MeSH term neither in other medical databases or Bioportal) is a neologism used to describe an 
incidentally discovered mass (or abnormality) in asymptomatic persons. Incidentaloma, or incidental finding, is extremely common now and in most 
cases harmless, but sometimes it is not possible to exclude the possibility of real damage and in very few cases, some people can get benefit from its 
discovery. Therefore, most of incidentalomas represent overdiagnosis originated by the massive use of high-resolution diagnostic procedures. In many 
cases, incidentaloma causes anxiety, consume time and resources, and can even cause further damage to patients’ health as a result of procedures 
performed in the post-finding follow-up. Thus, it is important to recognize the problem to try to avoid it if possible, and learn strategies to deal with it 
once we stumbled upon an incidentaloma.

Resumo
O incidentaloma (ainda não incluído como um termo MeSH, nem em outros bancos de dados biomédicos ou ‘BioPortais’) é um neologismo utilizado 
para descrever uma massa (ou anormalidade) descoberta de modo incidental em pessoas assintomáticas. Os incidentalomas, ou achados incidentais, 
são extremamente comuns nos dias de hoje, e na maioria dos casos, inofensivos, mas por vezes não se pode excluir a possibilidade real de dano, e 
em raríssimos casos, algumas pessoas podem se beneficiar devido à sua descoberta. Isso ocorre porque a maioria dos incidentalomas representa 
sobrediagnóstico causado pelo uso massivo de métodos de diagnóstico de alta-resolução. Em muitos casos, o incidentaloma causa ansiedade, consome 
tempo e recursos, e pode até causar maiores danos para a saúde dos pacientes, como resultado dos procedimentos realizados no seguimento posterior 
ao achado. Sendo assim, é importante reconhecer o problema para se tentar evitá-lo tanto quanto possível, e aprender estratégias para lidar com 
situações onde nos deparamos com incidentalomas.

Resumen
El incidentaloma (que no ha sido incluido como un término MeSH, ni tampoco en otras bases de datos biomédicas o ‘Bioportales’) es un neologismo 
usado para describir una masa (o anormalidad) descubierta en forma incidental en personas asintomáticas. Los incidentalomas, o hallazgos incidentales, 
son extremadamente comunes actualmente, y en la mayoría de los casos son inofensivos, pero algunas veces no se puede excluir la posibilidad real 
de daño, y en muy pocos casos algunas personas se beneficiarán debido a su descubrimiento. Esto se debe a que la mayoría de los incidentalomas 
representa sobrediagnóstico originado por el uso masivo de métodos diagnósticos de alta resolución. En muchos casos, el incidentaloma causa 
ansiedad, consume tiempo y recursos, e incluso puede causar un mayor daño a la salud de los pacientes como consecuencia de los procedimientos 
realizados en el seguimiento posterior al hallazgo. Resulta importante reconocer el problema, para tratar de evitarlo en cuanto sea posible, y aprender 
estrategias para lidiar con situaciones donde nos encontramos con incidentalomas.
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Introduction

Incidental findings in diagnostic procedures are actually an increasing problem derived from the massive use of medical 
technology. The increased availability of sophisticated high-resolution tests has uncovered too often finds or “abnormalities” 
that in the past remained hidden. Many people (symptomatic or not) are subject to increasingly numerous procedures, 
including CT (computed tomography) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) which often visualizes much more than the 
area of interest. This is the origin of incidental findings or “incidentalomas”: the unexpected results of a workup made for 
another purposes. This narrative review will try to explain briefly the concept of incidentaloma and some examples different 
from adrenal incidentaloma, the magnitude of the problem we face once it is discovered, and different visions about how 
to cope with it.

“Incidentaloma” is not a MeSH term. It is included in the compound term “Adrenal incidentaloma”, a supplementary 
concept introduced in 2010. The equivalent MeSH term is “Incidental findings”.1 It is also not included in another medical 
databases or Bioportal (DeCS, Hetop, Woncadic); but it appears in other non-specialized sites (like BabelNet or Wikipedia) 
where it is defined as a tumor found by coincidence without clinical symptoms or suspicion.2 Incidentaloma is a neologism 
that describes a totally asymptomatic mass or lesion that is discovered “incidentally” in an asymptomatic patient due to the 
common use of diagnostic imaging techniques.3 First, this term was introduced to describe an adrenal mass incidentally 
found4-7 but later on, it has also appeared in the literature in reference to other endocrine organs,8-12 or in organs such as 
liver,13  kidney,14 and brain.15 The concept does not imply etiology neither prognosis of the findings, because they may 
be benign or malignant lesions, hormonally active or inactive, metastases, infections, granulomas, infiltrations, cysts and 
pseudocysts, hemorrhages, etc.3 These findings fall outside the primary purpose for conducting a test or procedure used in 
clinical care (as a screening or diagnostic test) or research, and may be anticipated (known to be potentially associated with 
the test) or unanticipated (not typically associated with the procedure).16-18

The burden of the problem

Human beings have a lot of reservoirs of incidentalomas, and most of them are subclinical indolent malignancies besides 
minor benign abnormalities.19-22 It is more probably to find an incidentaloma than the searched diagnosis, as shown in one 
study of CT angiography for pulmonary embolism where incidental findings requiring follow-up were nearly three times 
more common than emboli.23,24 Incidental findings have changed disease incidence,24 for instance, thyroid cancer incidence 
has increased more than doubled over 30 years because of the increasing use of thyroid ultrasound and the high rate of 
incidental nodules,25 (later discussed in this paper); there has also been a 61% increased incidence of renal cell carcinomas 
attributed to their incidental detection on CT scans performed for other reasons.24

Small lung nodules are the most common incidentaloma as they are detected on chest TC in roughly 15 percent of 
nonsmokers and in up to 50 percent of smokers. Of every ten thousand CT scans, at least a thousand will have an incidentaloma, 
but less than five will progress to overt cancer.26,27 Unexpected findings can be found by cancer screening (for example, 
screening for colon cancer with CT - colonography or “virtual” colonoscopy - detects extra-colonic abnormalities in up to 
50% of examinations, and the detection rate of unsuspected extra-colonic cancer is approximately one per 200 asymptomatic 
adults);28-32 but interventions unrelated to screening can also lead to early cancer detection.19 Diagnostic scanning of the 
abdomen, pelvis, chest, head, and neck can reveal incidentalomas in 25 to up to 80% of individuals being tested for other 
reasons.33,34 In the 86% of the radiologic reports of 1.192 consecutive patients who underwent whole-body CT screening of 
the chest, abdomen, and pelvis at an outpatient imaging center, incidental findings were discovered. Thirty seven percent of 
patients received at least one recommendation for further evaluation. Only in 14% scans were completely negative for any 
findings.33 The frequency of incidentalomas for any test in a review of 44 studies (41,866 patients) was 23.6% (95% confidence 
interval [CI] 15.8-31.3%), was higher in studies involving CT technology (mean 31.1%, 95% CI 20.1-41.9%), in patients 
with an unspecific initial diagnosis (mean 30.5%, 95% CI 0-81.6%) and when the location of the incidental findings 
was unspecified (mean 33.9%, 95% CI 18.1-49.7%). Sixty four percent of incidental findings had clinical follow-up 
(95% CI 52.9-76.1%) and the mean frequency of clinical confirmation was 45.6% (95% CI 32.1-59.2%).34
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Brain incidentalomas have become very frequent and problematic due to the increased use of MRI of the brain by 
physicians (in clinical situations where the prevalence of any relevant finding is likely to be low), researchers and companies 
that sell health “check-ups”. In a meta-analysis of 19,559 apparently healthy participants (healthy people, volunteers, research 
controls, and people undergoing commercial, clinical, or occupational screening), the global prevalence of incidental findings 
on brain MRI, was 2.7% with a number needed to scan = 37 (it means, for every 37 scans there is one incidental finding), 
0.7% for neoplastic findings and 2% for non-neoplastic findings. The more common neoplastic finding was meningioma, 
and the non-neoplastic findings were arachnoid cyst and aneurysms in second place.15,35

Detection is potentially detrimental because the treatment can be harmful, as well as the complication it tries to prevent. 
For instance, the risk of rupture of a non-complicated aneurysm seems to be low: an average annual incidence of 1.1% (in a study 
with a median follow-up time was 21.0 years - range: 0.8 - 52.3 years - of 142 patients with 181 unruptured intracranial 
aneurysms36) to 1.4%.37 But the risk associated with the treatment is higher: procedure-related poor outcomes occurred 
in 4.7% of patients in a review of endovascular treatment of intracranial unruptured aneurysms, with 1.4% of deaths per 
year.38 In most of intracranial vascular incidentalomas, the 5-year risk of complications is higher in treated patients than in 
untreated persons.39 So, people probably would be better off not hearing that they had a potentially serious condition for 
which treatment is more likely to damage than the vascular incidentaloma left to its natural evolution.

A task force of the Stroke Council of the American Heart Association (USA) published recommendations for the 
management of patients with an unruptured intracranial aneurysm. They said that given the apparent low risk of hemorrhage 
from incidental, small (<7 mm) aneurysms in patients without previous subarachnoid hemorrhages, observation rather than 
intervention is generally suggested; however, special consideration for treatment should be given to patients <50 years in 
this group. In the case of asymptomatic aneurysms ≥7 to 10 mm in diameter warrant strong consideration for treatment, 
taking into account patient age, existing medical and neurologic conditions, and relative risks for treatment.40

Suppose a person who faces an aneurysm chooses to undergo the surgical treatment. Complete reassurance for this 
person is not even possible after treatment, because further aneurysms may yet develop. Therefore, patients must repeat the 
screening (whose optimum interval and duration remain unknown), situation that can cause stress and anxiety, and prior 
to which an aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage might still occur. Even if a further aneurysm is identified by follow-up 
angiography, it might be too small to be treatable, and this knowledge is likely to impair quality of life.15

The massive use of image studies of the pelvis has led to the detection of incidental ovarian, uterine, vascular and pelvic 
nodal abnormalities in the oncology and non-oncology patient population that in the past remained undiscovered. In a 
retrospective review of 3,448 CT scans performed in both pre- and postmenopausal women, incidental adnexal lesions were 
found in 168 patients (5% of cases), 72 of which had extra-ovarian neoplasms. In both pre- and postmenopausal women, 
these lesions most often proved to be benign, even in the presence of a known malignancy (excluding ovarian carcinoma). 
In the 40% of patients with known non-gynecologic malignancies, no primary ovarian neoplasms were discovered, and 
only three percent of the lesions represented metastases, all of which were found in postmenopausal women. No primary 
ovarian malignancies were discovered incidentally in the non-oncology population either.41

The risk of malignancy in a premenopausal woman with an indeterminate ovarian mass is approximately 8.75%; in 
postmenopausal women, this risk increases to 32.4%. There are findings that suggest malignancy: size, solid mass, necrosis, 
involvement of adjacent organs or the pelvic side walls; etc.42 Unilocular, benign-appearing ovarian cysts represent the 
vast majority of abnormal findings at transvaginal ultrasonography. Eighty percent of the incidentalomas will disappear in 
several months;43 but the problem is that, even in cases of suspected malignancy image, finding and treating ovarian cancer 
in asymptomatic women has proven to be not only useless but dangerous. In the PLCO trial (Prostate, lung, colon and 
ovarian cancer screening trial), simultaneous screening with CA-125 and transvaginal ultrasound did not reduce ovarian 
cancer mortality. Approximately 10% of screened women suffered false positive results; a third of whom underwent surgical 
follow-up; and 15% of that women experienced at least one serious complication.44

Despite in this case there is not a visible lesion, incidental findings in genetic or genomic examinations have been also 
called incidentalomas (genomic or genetic incidentalomas).45 A broader definition of genomic incidental findings includes 
health-informative variants that are unrelated to the specific purposes of testing, but may have been identified through 
an intentional search, including an untargeted scan for any genetic finding of interest.17 The broad array of genome-scale 
screening tests (increasingly prevalent in clinical and research) may lead to a phenomenon in which multiple abnormal 
genomic findings are discovered, analogous to the radiologic incidentalomas.45
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Genetics incidentalomas can be identified by any genetic test; however, they are likely to be increasingly identified from 
genome sequencing methods such as whole genome sequencing or whole exome sequencing. As in others incidentalomas, 
genomic incidental findings are classified according to their likely pathogenicity, but each laboratory has its own policies 
for identifying, analyzing, and reporting incidental findings. Also, each laboratory decides what risk assessment to assign to 
each variant within the gene; this is generally done according to an accepted classification scheme based on the likely clinical 
significance of each variant. However, laboratory assessments regarding the significance of a variant may diverge when the 
pathogenicity of the variant has not been established previously.46 Again, one controversial area involves the handling of the 
medical information found through genomic sequencing.

The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics has identified a list of genes associated with 24 conditions that 
it considers a minimal set for which known or likely pathogenic variants should be reported, that usually consider the existence 
of validated screening procedures to confirm the presence or absence of disease.47 But, genetic is not destiny. In this case, we 
incidentally find not even a risk factor, let alone an early disease. We have to deal with the risk to develop a risk factor or a disease.

The risk of disease is also influenced by the disease penetrance and expressivity, which varies by patient population. Few genetic 
abnormalities have penetrance of 100% (that is the measure of how well the genotype predicts phenotype). There may be 
relatively broad consensus in reporting a known pathogenic variant in a known cancer gene (e.g. pathogenic BRCA1 mutation). 
But even the BRCA 1 and 2 have an estimated penetrance from 30% to 70%, and this is the possibility of develop breast cancer 
by age seventy, not dying from it. Virtually, everybody has genetic abnormalities despite the most have normal phenotype.27 
Between 25 and 50 percent of individuals are carriers for at least one severe, recessive childhood disorder, although estimates 
as high as 2.8 carrier variants per person have been noted.46 Many times there are incomplete and changing knowledge of the 
specific effects of single variants, and of clinically relevant genomic biology in general; and some genomic variants predict a 
strong chance of disease at some point in the future, but there may be no clinical signs of the disease at the time of detection 
meaning that we have no way to exclude or confirm the diagnosis, thus we add more doubts and concerns than certainties.48

In summary, the word incidentaloma implies the discovery by chance of some lesion that probably never will harm the 
person,19,22,27,49  but sometimes we cannot exclude that there could be a real possibility of damage. As Welch points out, that´s 
why radiologists have called them ‘incidentalomas’, from incidental as in ‘minor or trivial’, and ‘oma’ meaning growths or 
tumors.27 Therefore, the word incidentaloma implies uncertainty. In very few cases we know that screening of the tumor or 
disease reduces mortality or morbidity associated with it. Moynihan states that a diagnostic test is usually assessed according 
to how well it detects presence versus absence of a certain disease, rather than how well it detects clinically meaningful stages 
of diseases or abnormalities (where a disease label and associated intervention will do more harm than good).50

The vast majority of the malignant tumors incidentally found represent overdiagnosis because basically there are much more 
incidentalomas, than people dying from the respective cancers.26,27 We can see changes in the incidence for some cancers, where 
the rapidly rising in diagnosis (for example, thyroid cancer), 25,51-54 is not followed by a decrease of death rates (they remain 
relatively stable), and this is a phenomenon suggestive of widespread overdiagnosis.49 Cancer overdiagnosis happens due to the 
detection of some malignant lesions that will never progress (or, in fact, regress) or will progress too slowly enough that the 
patient dies of other causes before the cancer becomes symptomatic.19 Less than 5% of lung nodules in smokers, and less than 
1% of this incidentalomas could possible represent lethal cancers.27 So, ‘a very small number of people will benefit from early 
detection of an incidental malignant tumor, while others will suffer the anxiety and adverse effects of further investigation and 
treatment of an “abnormality” that would never have harmed them’.49

How to deal with incidentalomas

The issue of what to do about incidentalomas is not simple. Doctors are not punished for overdiagnosis (neither for 
false-positive results), but they are punished for failing to diagnose. Guided in part by fears of lawsuits, and because of they 
were learning to be afraid to the uncertainty, clinicians tend to request additional tests which too often do not result in clinical 
clarity, diagnostic certainty, or patient satisfaction. The widespread belief in the unlimited capacity of medical science is one 
of a number of myths that reinforce the excess of medical activity.27,55-57 Medical technology is interventive, expansive, defines 
diseases and makes generalizations as well as strongly influences the concept of disease, and hence medical actions by defining 
what is diagnosed and what is treated. As it can generate reproducible results, technology has contributed to making medicine 
more scientific, and has made medical knowledge independent from the subjective experience of the patient.
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However, despite remarkable technologic advancement, the practice of medicine continues to involve uncertainty that 
along with faith in technology - as well as other factors - have contributed to increase the use of technology and technological 
development.58 Improvement in image quality combined with visualization as a cultural preference have contributed to a 
belief that imaging is a superior diagnostic method for acquiring knowledge about the body.59 Dealing with these findings 
inevitably consumes time and efforts, creates substantial anxiety for patients and doctors, and distracts them from their 
primary concerns.24 The additional medical care, including treatments, which in some cases may pose an additional risk to 
the patient triggered by an incidental finding, has been called the ‘cascade effect’.60 A way to avoid incidental findings is to 
make an adequate selection of diagnostic or screening tests. The best approach is not to start the cascade, whenever we can.

Once the incidentaloma has been discovered, a way to deal with it is defining rational approaches to the problem. 
We can ask “What is the responsible use of information that nobody asked for?”31 Practitioners must use expensive resources 
responsibly, apply evidence rigorously, and validate the benefits of new technologies.18,55 Some reviews or consensus had been 
redacted for addressing incidental findings,24,47,61-65 but many of them implies to engage the patient in routine follow-ups 
with risks and costs for the health system and the patient.

In this regard, the EEUU Presidential Commission on Bioethics has developed a set of recommendations on this issue 
with four ethical principles applicable to the ethical assessment of incidental findings: (1) respect for persons (right to 
self-determination); (2) beneficence (and involves non-maleficence principle); (3) justice and fairness; and (4) intellectual 
freedom and responsibility (protects intellectual exploration that furthers scientific progress, but requiring that practitioners 
take responsibility for their actions).17 Recommendations of guidelines panels composed of generalists tend to be more 
conservative than those elaborated by experts, in part because they are chosen for their skills in critical appraisal and because 
they have little to gain from the recommendations.66

Patients’ preferences should be taken into account, but they may have unrealistic expectations about the benefits of test 
results and are not typically aware that disclosure of results may actually be harmful. In many circumstances, a lot of patients 
will choose a test for low-probability conditions despite attendant costs, anxiety, and physical risks (e.g. prostate specific 
antigen67 or mammography in young women).68 Their decisions may depend not only on the likelihood of a particular 
event but also the perceived severity and significance of the consequences.18,24

Physicians ideally collaborate with patients to achieve decisions that are well informed and consonant with patients’ 
values and preferences (shared decision making). It implies that clinicians and patients share the best available evidence, 
and clinicians have to discuss risk with patients in a straightforward and transparent manner, unless patients specify that 
they do not want the information.24,69

There are now evidence-based decision support tools for clinicians and decision aids for patients; however, the knowledge 
about benefits, risks, and scientific uncertainty is not enough. In real life, decisions are strongly influenced by emotions 
such as beliefs and trust, fears, vulnerability, long-standing routines, personal experiences, messages conveyed by advertising 
and media, and the advice, testimonials, and transmitted knowledge imparted by trusted sources. People need hope, safety 
and a sense of control of their lives. If they are widely convinced that a screening test or drug is beneficial, confronting 
these beliefs can, if anything, engender suspicions about one’s veracity and motives. There is still a universe dominated 
by the idea of unpolluted prevention (fostered by mass media, health insurance systems, pharmacy and health technology 
industries, and many doctors’ messages).

Unrealistic expectations therefore persist, not only due to misinformation. False expectations fuel market demand 
for products, industries, and health delivery systems and can be fomented by misleading advertising. Confronting these 
expectations can not only dash hopes but potentially threaten profits, shareholders, clinical practices, industries, legislation, 
and political careers. In order to avoid the harm of excessive prevention activity, the doctor should consider the fears and 
expectations of the patient, but as we see, the landscape is not an easy one.65,70

When evidence is clear regarding benefit versus harm (i.e. screening might reduce cancer mortality by that specific 
tumor), we can agree with patients whether or not incidentaloma will be disclosed when obtaining their consent for testing. 
However, when evidence is not clear, we will need to describe potential benefits and risks to patients and helping them 
make decisions that incorporate their own values and preferences.18,27 In that case, one could tell the patient about the 
incidentaloma, and engaging the patient in shared decision making (but then we could scare the patient about the risk of 
a possible cancer). Radiologists could consider ignoring incidentalomas in this category, 27 but it is not a general consensus 
(‘Despite the potential harms, radiologists should report incidental imaging findings and frame reports to help patients 
make optimal decisions about them’).24
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Finally, when it is known that screening does not reduce mortality, doctors can avoid call it abnormality, and so protect 
their patient from overdiagnosis and overtreatment.27 A working group at a meeting convened by the National Cancer 
Institute to mitigate overdiagnosis, proposed that the use of the term “cancer” should be reserved for describing lesions with 
a reasonable likelihood of lethal progression if left untreated. They said that premalignant conditions (e.g. ductal carcinoma 
in situ or high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia) should not be labeled as cancer, carcinoma or neoplasia, but rename 
such cancers as IDLE (indolent lesions of epithelial origin) conditions.20 Changing the words probably would help to change 
the symbolic meaning of them, and facilitate the paradigm shift towards a less intrusive medicine.

Conclusion

A disease can be now diagnosed based on laboratory tests in the absence of clinical signs and symptoms, and it is not 
always a good thing. The unintended findings of diagnostic procedures have changed diseases definition and incidence 
(have created a new kind of disease, the incidentaloma), and have generated substantial amounts of overdiagnosis and 
overtreatment, because in very few cases they represent a disease that deserves to be considered and treated. In a world 
dominated by images, by the search for certainty and reinsurance, by the medicalization of everyday life, resisting the 
onslaught of medical technology is not easy. Additionally, incidental findings usually cause fear, anxiety, worry and create 
the need for a follow-up to ensure the persons to feel healthy.

Hence, even when incidentalomas are non-significant they will have broken the sense of health. In some sense, incidentaloma 
has to do with the impossibility of not to do. Many times, because of fears and beliefs of patients and doctors, as well as in 
many others situations, the incidentaloma is one possible consequence of not saying ‘don’t do it’ while adverse effects could 
be the consequence of a good care process. A popular phrase says ‘the road to hell is paved with good intentions’, advances 
in medical technology have brought countless positive changes, but also have unintended consequences, sometimes negative. 
It is essential to minimize these undesirable consequences, and perhaps it is time to change the paradigms.
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